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2020-02-25
Open Cybersecurity Alliance Unveils First Open Source Language to Connect Security Tools [1]

2020-02-23
Cryptsoft, Fortanix, IBM, PrimeKey, Quintessence Labs and Utimaco Collaborate in Support of KMIP 2.0 and 2.1 at Major Security Event

2020-02-14

2019-10-08
Cybersecurity Leaders Launch Initiative for Interoperable Security Technologies to Thwart Attacks [4]
Open Cybersecurity Alliance to connect the fragmented cybersecurity landscape with common, open source code and practices. IBM Security and McAfee join with Advanced Cyber Security Corp, Corsa, CrowdStrike, CyberArk, CyberCensor, DFLabs, EclecticIQ, Electric Power Research Institute, Fortinet, Indegy, New Context, ReversingLabs, SafeBreach, Syncurity, ThreatQuotient, and Tufin to collaborate on new initiative at OASIS

2019-09-23
Industry Leaders Collaborate at OASIS to Define Cybersecurity Course-of-Action Playbooks with CACAO [5]
Accenture, Cisco, Cyware, EclecticIQ, FireEye, Fornetix, IBM, New Context, Syncurity, ThreatQuotient, U.S. NIST, and Others Will Develop Machine Readable Cyber Response Playbooks

2019-05-07
OASIS Introduces Open Projects Program to Bridge Open Source and Standards Development [6]
AirBus, CIB, Fujitsu, IBM, Red Hat, Siemens, Software AG, The Document Foundation, and Others Sponsor Open Projects

2019-03-04
Cryptsoft, P6R, Quintessence Labs, Semper Fortis Solutions, Thales eSecurity, and Utimaco Demo KMIP Support

2018-10-09
Borderless Cyber USA 2018 Assembles Cybersecurity Experts to Explore Latest Innovations and Strategies

Anomali, EclecticIQ, IBM Security, ThreatQuotient, Fujitsu, NC4, NormShield, Sponsor Major International Cyber Event along with King & Union, New Context, sFractal, and Splunk

OASIS Names Rex Brooks and Robin Cover as Distinguished Contributors

International consortium recognizes excellence in open standards
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